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Introduction
• VPA’s Strategic Trucking Program is
designed to create stability and
predictability in the marketplace over time
by identifying and resolving systemic
operational issues that result in
inefficiencies in trucking and truck
operations in the Lower Mainland ports.

• VPA solicits and applies industry feedback
to strengthen its understanding and
communication of trucking issues and
opportunities.
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Background
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1Background

• August 8, 2005 creation of three•

person Task Force.
October 26, 2006 Task Force
delivers final report to provincial
and federal governments.

• Report contains eleven
•

recommendations and five that
directly involve the ports.
VPA’s Strategic Trucking Program
addresses all five port-related
recommendations.

The five Task Force
recommendations that
directly involve the
ports are:
• Truck Licensing
• Extended Gates
• Truck Monitoring
• Reservation Systems
• Reporting and
Communication
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2Business Focus and Commitment
• VPA commits to repairing and

enhancing the Vancouver
Gateway’s reputation for supply
chain reliability and efficiency.

The “Strategic Trucking
Program” is a critical
element in VPA’s overall
supply chain strategy.

• Two essential elements to meet
anticipated container growth in the
Vancouver Gateway:
1. container terminal capacity
expansion, and
2. productivity improvements that
enhance speed and efficiency of
container movements.

3Truck Licensing System
• VPA has operated a licensing
•

•

system since 1999.
August 4, 2005, the federal
government ordered VPA to
implement a mandatory licensing
system.
VPA will introduce advanced
technology applications, such as
RFID and OCR, as a TLS condition.

All trucks wishing to
access the Lower
Mainland ports must
have a valid truck
license and PortPASS.

• The TLS will evolve over time to
include enhancements, upgrades
and additional requirements.
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License Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abide by all applicable appointment and
reservation systems.
Participate in the Truck Monitoring
Program and support the Extended Gates
Program.
Comply with VPA-defined safety, security
and environmental protection (AirCare OnRoad) requirements.
Participate in port-sponsored driver
education and safety programs.
As of January 15, 2007 no new owneroperators accepted into the TLS system
VPA will determine non-compliance with its
license conditions.

Without explicit
regulatory authority —
VPA:
• will not regulate rates
• will not require
compliance with
compensation
standards
• will not impose
penalties for violation
of compensation
standards

4Extended Gates Program
• Increase truck gate operations by

an average of 20% each year over
the next five years.

• Incorporate sufficient flexibility to
respond to market fluctuations.
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5Truck Monitoring Program
• VPA currently collects and

processes data relating to:

• turnaround time at port facilities,
• turnaround time at container

Since April 2006, port
stakeholders may
access performance
information on VPA’s
web-based “Supply
Chain Dashboard.”

terminals,

• truck transactions at each
facility, and

• reservation compliance.

5Truck Monitoring Program
• In 2006, VPA:
• collected data from all Lower
•
•
•

Mainland container terminals,
collected dwell times outside the
terminals,
collected data regarding truck
movements between key points
on VPA property, and
Conducted a pilot project to
measure and monitor truck
movements within Fraserport

VPA’s “Supply Chain
Dashboard” summarizes
the results of the “Truck
Monitoring Program.”
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6Automatic Vehicle Location Program
• VPA will incorporate advanced

technology applications to develop
automated management reporting
and communications.

RFID and OCR
technology allows
trucks to proceed
through gates without
stopping to obtain
clearance.

• Launched Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) pilot project
for 150 trucks in January 2006.

• Launched Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) pilot project
at end of 2006.

8Stakeholder Committees
• VPA works directly with several

stakeholder committees in place
since 1999.

• VPA is reviewing the governance
framework and terms of reference
for all committees.

• For a description of each existing
stakeholder committee, visit:
www.portvancouver.com/trucking
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9Reporting and Communications
• VPA communicates publicly with

stakeholders and port users in
person and through several print
and electronic publications.

Visit VPA’s website to
access important
strategic initiatives
updates.

• Trucking companies and individuals
can register on-line for electronic
updates on port issues of interest.
www.portvancouver.com
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Next Steps for TLS
Environmental and Safety
Requirements
• Environmental and Safety
component is evolving:

• Requirements vs. incentives
• Mandatory AirCare OnRoad or
more stringent opacity testing

• Age limits for trucks, use of
alternative cleaner fuels, retrofits

• Annual maintenance/safety
compliance audits
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